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The Yarmouth Education Foundation (YEF) 
is an independent, 501(c)3 non-profit 
organization dedicated to enriching the 
overall educational experience of students 
in the Yarmouth School Department. The 
Yarmouth Education Foundation promotes 
and enhances educational excellence 
by generating independent funding for 
innovative educational projects and 
initiatives that fall outside the standard 
budget and support the curriculum. 

OUR MISSION
The Yarmouth Education Foundation:

• Encourages teacher innovation and 
teaching excellence by providing 
funding opportunities for new 
initiatives.

• Provides financial support to help 
the Yarmouth School Department 
respond to emerging education 
needs.

• Develops a long-term relationship 
between the community and the 
schools.
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Dear Friends, Partners and Supporters, 

It is with such pride that I pen my first annual report letter. I have been 
involved with YEF for about seven years – as an event volunteer, 
a parent liaison to the schools, and a board member. Each year I 
am blown away by the creativity and innovation presented by our 
teachers and administrators. More students are getting involved in 
turning their ideas into a grant proposal and being an integral part 
of the process. It’s truly inspiring. You can envision our amazing 
students as our future leaders. This bring us to this year’s theme, 
Students Leading the Way. 

During our 2017-2018 school year, students worked with 
administrators to present their grants to YEF. These student-driven grants include Henry IV: A Senior 
English Production, Nurturing Curiosity Through Nature, Under Water Cameras, and Yarmouth 
Shellfish Nursery II. Please take a moment to read about these and other grants in this report and 
on our website. You will be impressed, I’m sure. You will see how passionate our teachers and 
administrators are about finding unique education-student connections. You will discover that our 
students are eager to learn and that they advocate for these creative opportunities. 

“Yet herein will I imitate the sun, 
Who doth permit the base contagious clouds 
To smother up his beauty from the world…” ~Prince Hal, Henry IV 

YEF has funded $51,000 in grants this year, and more than $250,000 in total grants since our first 
grant cycle. I’m so proud to be a part of this foundation – working with my fellow board members, 
volunteers and our school district to bring innovation into our schools. These accomplishments cannot 
happen without the commitment of YEF board members and volunteers. Some board members 
have ended their terms and we greatly appreciate their service: Sam Cady, Katherine Gallant, Ben 
Lowenstein, Jackie Schumacher, and Emma Wilson. Our Totally Awesome 80’s Blue Jean Ball would 
not have happened without the talents of Katie Leinwand and Jackie Schumacher organizing the 
event, and Rebecca Spear and Rachel Gitelson coordinating the auction. Thank you all. 

Our students are telling us how they perceive the future and how we can help them shape their 
experiences so that they can accomplish many great things. As we follow our students’ lead, your 
support of YEF, through financial or voluntary means, is significant in our success. Thank you for 
your continued support. Please consider volunteering if you have not done so already. You won’t be 
disappointed. 

In Henry IV, Shakespeare considers the qualities of leadership by looking at a younger generation. 
As our seniors found, Prince Hal became an effective leader in an uncertain time. Our students are 
leading the way in their own story. 

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
STUDENTS LEADING THE WAY

With great pride and appreciation, 

Shawna 
President, 2017-2018



Thanks to the support of donors and volunteers, 
YEF continued our mission of promoting and 
enhancing innovative education for Yarmouth 
students by awarding grants during the 2018 
fiscal year totaling approximately $51,000.  
Throughout the annual report you will find 
information about the various projects funded 
and learn about the impact on the students.

Revenue this year was approximately 
$66,000 with the signature event, the Blue 
Jean Ball, raising $34,000. YEF designates 
75% of the prior fiscal year revenue to fund 
grants.  

Operating expenses were $14,700 consisting 
of expenses to promote grant requests, 
developing the awareness of YEF’s mission, 
wages, bookkeeping, and maintaining a donor 

database. YEF is committed to establishing an 
endowment to ensure the sustainability of the 
organization by designating 10% of revenue 
to the endowment.

Holly Ferguson
Treasurer 
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CONGRATULATIONS!
2017-2018 GRANT WINNERS

SUPPORTING
INNOVATION

The Yarmouth Education Foundation raises 
money to fund innovative programs through 
donations, sponsorships, and our signature 
fall event, the Blue Jean Ball. With these 
funds, YEF is able to award grant money to 
educators through the grant process below.

• There are two grant cycles, in the fall 
and spring, when educators can apply 
for a grant to bring their innovative 
ideas to life.

• Applicants fill out a grant application 
form, explaining their idea and 
providing details. This application 
is reviewed by the principals and 
superintendent.

• Grant applicants present their projects 
to a special Grants Advisory Committee 
comprised of community members, YEF 
Board members, and educators.

• The Grants Advisory Committee uses 
the YEF mission statement as a guide to 
determine which grants will be funded 
and then this slate of grants is sent to the 
YEF Board for approval.

• The grant winners are then notified and 
celebrated during a special “Grants 
Parade” at each Yarmouth school!

THE GRANT PROCESS



SeaPerch Underwater Robotics / Harrison Middle School
Grant applicant: Bob Gross

SeaPerch is an innovative underwater robotics program sponsored by the 
U.S. Office of Naval Research, and this grant will equip students with the 
resources they need to build their own underwater SeaPerch robots. This 
is a new approach to robotics that will have students learning how water 
can impact technology and design. Students build these robots from a 
special kit, using engineering and science concepts, along with a marine 
biology component. The SeaPerch program is a fun, hands-on challenge 
that involves working as a team. Each team will end this robotics unit with an 
underwater launch at a local pool, in the ocean, a pond, or large water tank. 
YHS engineering students have had great success with SeaPerch and YEF is 
excited to bring this program to HMS.

Programming and Engineering with KIBO / Rowe School
Grant applicants: Cathy Wolinsky, Amy Finnen and Terry Lincoln

This robotics grant will impact every student at Rowe School. KIBO robot kits are designed 
specifically for younger learners and have been placed in every kindergarten and first grade 
classroom. KIBO robot pieces look and feel like old fashion building blocks. The materials 
are sturdy, and they work together in an endless variety of ways. Children build their own 
robot with these materials, program their robot to do what they want, and then decorate 
their machines. This decoration piece is unique and exciting because these robots appeal 
to students with interest in technology, but they also appeal to creative students who are 
more interested in the arts. KIBO robots give students a break from screen time, as they are 
programmed with their hands, and not a computer or tablet.

Mobilize the Salmon Hatchery / Yarmouth Elementary School
Grant applicants: Gabe Gordon, Deborah Landry and Kate Parkin

YEF funded the salmon hatchery at the Yarmouth Elementary School in 2015 and it has become 
an important part of the fourth grade life science curriculum. This latest grant provides a steel 
service cart to move the 200-pound hatchery from classroom to classroom, reaching more 
students at YES. Fourth grade students have been able to observe the Atlantic salmon life 
cycle from start to finish, but now all YES students will have a better opportunity to observe, 
learn, and ask questions about this important life science lesson. The fourth grade team of 
teachers is excited that their students will be able to spend more time with the hatchery, now 
that classes don’t have to travel to one fixed location to work on the project.

F A L L
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GRANT IN

ACTION
YHS STEM Students Design, Build 

and Race an Electric Car 

By Will Lenardson, Class of 2019, 
Member of Electric Car Team Dirty 

Dozen

When we first drove across the raceway in Lime 
Rock park, I thanked YEF. It was an incredible sight 
with fast cars shooting down the outside track and 
a large cluster of awkward students who designed 
and built an electric car with the goal to do the most 
laps in one hour.
 
This all started months ago with a presentation 
from Mr. Pitman. He talked about the electric car, 
the building process, and the race. It intrigued my 
friends and I immediately because we are aIl very 
engineering minded. This is the same group of 
friends I spend most of my time with, whether that be 
at my house or in Mr. Pitman’s room working on our 
robot preparing for the next robotics competition.
 
I had a great time designing the car and laying out 
its electrical system, but we had some goof ups. 
We installed the motor backwards (hint: it wouldn’t 
run) and we broke the drivetrain chain over and 
over again. It was all great and I had a lot of fun 
fixing the problems we had and so did my squad. 
The car itself was cramped and it really better suited 
someone of Peter Dinklage’s physical stature, but it 
was incredibly fun.
 
But the crown jewel of this experience was driving 
the car in the race. With the electric cars from all 
over humming in unison, the constant passing of 
cars and the dodging of deep cracks on the track, 
it was a day full of action and suspense and quite 
probably the most exciting day in motor sports 
history, at least in our eyes.



GRANT IN

ACTION
YHS Seniors Produce and Perform 

Shakespeare’s Henry IV

By Meg Swift
Photos by James Depp (Class of ‘18)

English teacher Anne Tomasso described the 
student production of Shakespeare’s Henry IV as a 
true project-based learning experience perfect for 
this spirited senior class. The students interpreted 
the text, managed the budgeting and marketing 
for the play, acted and ultimately produced their 
own interpretation of Henry IV and then sold 
tickets to the public. The story is the first part of 
four stories about King Henry IV’s rise to power 
and his relationship with his son Prince Hal. Prince 
Hal (played by both Harrison Butler and John 
Decker) is stuck between two worlds. His father, 
King Henry (played by Emm Silveira), expects him 
to grow up, be responsible, and start learning how 
to be King since he is getting older and worried 
about the future of the throne. On the other hand, 
Prince Hal hangs out in the pub with his friend Poins 
(played by Joe Truesdale) and his other father 
figure, Falstaff (played by Dom Morrill), a lovable 
but gluttonous lord who drinks “sack” all day and 
just wants to have fun.
 
According to Ms. Tomasso, the student interest in 
the play was incredible.  They regularly stayed 
after school to practice, worked together to design 
and build the sets and props, and collaborated on  
costumes and marketing.  “Maybe someone might 
scratch their head about working in the wood shop 
or sewing during English class, but it was a very 
real theater experience which is at the heart of 
storytelling and the history of literature.”

Henry IV: A Senior English Production / Yarmouth High School
Grant applicants: Anne Tommaso and CP Senior English Students

Instead of simply reading Henry IV by William Shakespeare, senior English students decided 
to take their learning one large step further. These students produced, directed, and acted out 
their own interpretation of Henry IV, but that’s not all. They created a budget, marketed the play, 
designed their sets, and made costumes for their performance. Students said it gave them their first 
chance to act in a play, a creative break from typical classroom work, a better understanding of 
Shakespeare, and important life skills like working with a budget and public speaking. The entire 
Yarmouth community was invited to the exciting final performance, which lived up to everyone’s 
high expectations!



GRANT IN

ACTION
YHS Seniors Produce and Perform 

Shakespeare’s Henry IV

Students loved the experience:

“This is going to be one of the clearest memories of 
high school, that without a supportive teacher and 
class, would never have happened in the first place.” 

- Justin
 
“I’ve learned a lot from this project. At the beginning 
of this unit I was unsure about it and was nervous 
about how it was going to get put together…Before 
this play I had really bad stage fright and got 
anxiety simply presenting in front of a class, now 
I’m fine and it doesn’t bother me anymore.” 

 - Jasmine
 
“I did not realize but to be on stage is not as 
scary as I thought it was. If you just focus on your 
character and what they do in the play, and act as 
that character you sort of forget who is watching 
you. I also learned how fun and challenging plays 
can be. Since starting this, I have thought differently 
about plays.”      

- Harrison
 
“All I heard from the crowd was laughter during the 
entire 45 minutes.” 

- Dom
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Celebrating Diversity: American Voices / Yarmouth High School 
Grant applicants: Marita O’Neill and Jackie Brookes

This grant brought history to life for Yarmouth High School students with performances and 
creative writing workshops by actor and writer David Mills, focusing on two important 
American voices. Juniors and seniors first saw a performance about American poet and 
social activist Langston Hughes, followed by an in-class creative writing workshop on 
Blues Poetry, a genre created by Hughes. This experience coincides with a senior English 
poetry unit and a junior Harlem Renaissance history unit. A second performance featured 
Mr. Mills as Dr. Martin Luther King for freshmen and sophomores. This was timely as the 
freshmen curriculum included a section on Americans who are positive agents of change, 
sophomores studied themes such as social justice and civil rights throughout the year. This 
performance was followed by a writing workshop that explores Dr. King’s “Letter from 
a Birmingham Jail.” Students wrote letters about a time they felt silenced or excluded. 
Teachers believe this grant helped to bring these important issues and historical figures to 
life for all YHS students.

Cubelets / Harrison Middle School
Grant applicants: Morgan Cuthbert, Tate Gale and Janice Medenica

Seventh grade teachers are excited to bring the new technology of Cubelets to Yarmouth. 
Cubelets are pre-programmed robot blocks that inspire children to become better 
thinkers. There are seventeen types of Cubelets and each has a special skill. Cubelets 
can act like a flashlight, work as a knob, control temperature, or operate like a battery, 
just to name a few! When the Cubelets are combined, the robot-building possibilities 
are endless. Cubelets will help teach young learners a new way to code, and it will also 
help teachers introduce the important systems model of science. This groundbreaking 
technology has students excited to dig into the seventh grade science curriculum.

Julius Caesar Director’s Lab / Yarmouth High School
Grant applicants: Laura Esty and Karin Walsh

This grant has impacted every freshman at Yarmouth High School. Portland Stage 
Company brought its professional actors, directors, and educators to YHS to perform 
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar for the freshman class. It was exciting for students to see a 
live performance of a play they’ve read and studied, as well as to follow the performance 
by a series of acting workshops. These workshops put students on their feet and had 
them acting out the play themselves, as a way to bring the language and story to life. 
Having professional actors and theater educators share their expertise  greatly enhanced 
their study of the play. This exciting project also helped students work on their reading, 
thinking, and public speaking skills.



3D Printing / Yarmouth Elementary School
Grant applicants: Ryan Gleason and Cathy Wolinsky

3D printers are now at Yarmouth Elementary School! This YEF grant purchased two 3D 
printers, which are exciting additions to the growing technology lab and maker space at 
YES. The machines are also portable enough to be moved to individual classrooms. The 
grant applicants say 3D printers will help students have a hands-on experience with design 
technology and help students better understand the size, volume, and dimensions of 3D 
shapes. Educators say these mathematical concepts can be hard to grasp when students 
have limited access to a variety of 3D shapes in the classroom.

Look Closely! / Yarmouth Elementary School
Grant applicant: Karin Ney

Third Grade Teacher Karin Ney has a great view out her classroom window and she now has 
50 new pairs of binoculars to view this wooded area that is home to deer, birds and many 
other species. Mrs. Ney was inspired to create an “observation window” when she noticed 
that the wildlife activity outside would often catch the attention of her students. She says this 
natural curiosity often leads to powerful and interesting conversations. Mrs. Ney already has 
a notebook set up near her observation window so that students can record their discoveries, 
and she is excited to add binoculars! This YEF grant purchased enough binoculars to share 
with the third grade and the rest of the school as well.

S P R I N G
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Nurturing Curiosity Through Nature / Harrison Middle School
Grant applicants: Merry Stuhr, Tracy Weinrich and Kellie McMahon

In watching birds outside the library window, students at HMS have been participating in 
a bird behavior study sponsored by Cornell University where they observe, record, and 
submit data to scientists. Their participation has inspired students, library staff, and teachers to 
launch activities such as the HMS Birding Club and a new group that sketches drawings and 
writes journal entries about nature. This new YEF grant purchased plantings to attract more 
birds and other animals to the area outside of the school library. The grant also purchased 
a mounted spotting scope for the library, binoculars, and a high quality digital camera to 
record observations. Portable outdoor seating will facilitate an outdoor field studies and 
drawing and journaling sessions. Educators say students enjoy an escape from technology 
and this grant will spark curiosity, intrigue, and wonder.

UnderWater Camera / Harrison Middle School 
Grant applicants: Bob Gross, Elena Miller, Georgia Herr, Isaac Grondin, Stefan Bell 
and Krisztian Kovacs

ThinkLab students at HMS are building SeaPerch underwater robots, thanks to a 2017 YEF 
grant. Students have started testing their new robots in indoor pools and are excited to soon 
bring their robots outside. A new YEF grant will be used to purchase two GoPro waterproof 
cameras and cables that can be attached to the robots. The new equipment will provide live 
feeds to computer monitors and smart devices so that student operators can react to whatever 
their robot encounters. Students will also be able to study what is found at the bottom of 
local rivers, ponds, and even the ocean. This project started as a math and engineering 
experience, but soon it will also be an exciting tool to explore biology.

S P R I N G
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Hooked on Aquaponics / Harrison Middle School
Grant applicants: Zachary Callahan, Ragan Bartlett and Barb Ellis

HMS sixth graders will benefit from a hands-on experience with aquaponics. Aquaponics is 
the combination of aquaculture (the raising of aquatic animals such as fish) and hydroponics 
(the cultivating of plants in water). In aquaponics, waste from the fish is used to feed the 
plants. The growing plants are then able to filter and clean the water. This YEF grant will be 
used to purchase a micro-aquaponic system for every sixth grade science classroom. The fish 
themselves will become classroom pets, which is an added bonus to this science experiment. 
The science teachers will also invite local aquaponic farmers into the classroom to talk to 
students about their large-scale operations and how this type of farming is becoming an 
increasingly popular means of growing food.



 
Yarmouth Shellfish Nursery / Harrison Middle School & Yarmouth High School
Grant applicants: Morgan Cuthbert, Christopher Hill, Ben Cox-Faxon, Grady Welsh, 
Duncan Birkbeck, Clementine Blaschke and Connor Senger

YEF’s original Yarmouth Shellfish Nursery grant began four years ago as an independent 
study among a group of seventh graders with a desire to help protect local soft-shell clams 
from the invasive European green crab. After growing and transplanting thousands of juvenile 
clams, these students - now YHS seniors – aim to continue the project with American oysters. 
They will partner with a local oyster and kelp farmer to research environmental conditions and 
growth rate of the oysters. They hope to provide evidence to local farmers on the best places 
to farm. This YEF grant will pay for a four-year supply of oyster seed and replacement parts 
for the existing YEF upweller (an upweller is a place to grow young shellfish). YEF will also 
fund a drone to take aerial photos and monitor testing sites, solar panels to power sensors that 
will be mounted to a monitoring buoy, as well as testing kits that will allow students to monitor 
water quality.

Birds to Bivalves: Finding & Creating Connections / Yarmouth High School
Grant applicants: Holly Houston and Marita O’Neill

YHS Art Teacher Holly Houston would like her students to create art while learning about 
science. She is excited to raise awareness about connections between species in your 
backyard to species in Casco Bay and how to keep them healthy. A YEF grant will bring in 
Maine artist Tim Christensen to assist with this project, as Christensen combines his love of 
clay with his desire to protect the world around him. Christensen will visit YHS for eight days. 
Art students will create and carve a ceramic piece that shows how a bird in their backyard is 
connected to a bivalve in Casco Bay. “Students will be asked to not only find and illustrate 
(with clay) the connections in six jumps, but students will also discover their personal role in 
keeping these connections healthy,” said Houston.



BLUE
JEAN
BALL

The 7th Annual Blue Jean Ball –80s style– was a 
tremendous fundraising success for YEF!

• Nearly 300 tickets sold
• Over 60 Host Committee families

• Over 125 auction items—raising over $15,000!

Our annual Blue Jean Ball was another fantastic celebration of the Yarmouth 
community coming together.  This sell-out event gathered neighbors and 

friends for a night of socializing and bidding. 

The dance floor was packed and the costumes were incredible as people 
relived the ‘80s through the totally amazing sounds of The Awesome. The 

Locally Sauced food truck provided delicious eats. 

Thank you to our host committee families and to all of our volunteers who 
worked together to make this event happen.

2017 BLUE JEAN BALL

This page: The 2017 Blue Jean Ball poster was designed by Jenny and Chris Prinn. 
Lisa Balsam and Heather Jabar get into the BJB spirit. 

Next page: Rhonda Senger, Katie Chalmers, Kristina Keaney, Kate Shub, and Kelly 
Anderson rock out. Kristina O’Brien snaps a selfie with friends. YHS alumni gather for 

their annual BJB photo. Gabe Weiss welcomes attendees MTV style. Katherine Gallant 
and Monica Moore smile for the camera. Our Host Committee families help make it all 

possible! Thank you Monica Moore for taking photos at the event!



2017 BLUE JEAN BALL



THE GIFT OF 
EDUCATION!

Our Clipper Honors program provides an 
opportunity for community members to 

thank, congratulate or remember someone 
through a donation to YEF. Parents, students 

and even entire classrooms have the opportunity to thank a 
teacher, staff member, bus driver, or group of educators through this program. All 

Clipper Honors recipients receive a certificate of appreciation indicating that a donation to YEF 
has been made in their name. 

Clipper Honors donations are accepted throughout the year, however we have two special 
Clipper Honors delivery days – one during the holiday season and another at the end of the 

school year. During these delivery days, all Clipper Honors donations over $25.00 include a 
special gift – Wilbur’s chocolates in December and cookies made by Yarmouth’s own

Cookies Direct in June. This is a wonderful way to honor your favorite educators
and also give back to Yarmouth Schools through a donation to YEF.

CLIPPER
HONORS



ADDITIONAL GIVING OPTIONS
Corporate Sponsorships: YEF has established several options for corporate sponsorship 
with a variety of annual giving levels. In return for your sponsorship and donation, your 
company will receive varying levels of marketing exposure. Please contact us to learn how 
your company can support Yarmouth schools. We are currently looking for new bronze, 
silver and gold sponsors.

Corporate Match: Please inquire with your employer to see if they offer a matching gift 
program for non-profit organizations to grow your donation.

Gifts of Securities: Donors may give to YEF through gifts of securities. Our policy is to 
convert all such gifts to cash.

Estate Planning: Planned giving to YEF can help secure a legacy of generosity to those 
that reside and are educated in the town of Yarmouth. Estate gifts are another way to ensure 
the long-term success of the Foundation. YEF can work with your financial advisors to help 
develop the best-planned giving strategy for each individual donor. Planned gifts come in a 
variety of forms. The most common is the charitable bequest – the simple naming of YEF in 
your will. 

If you are interested in exploring gifts of securities or estate gifts with YEF, please contact 
Holly Ferguson at HFerguson@arbcpa.com.

HOW TO DONATE 

The Yarmouth Education Foundation is a 
501(c)3 non-profit organization. All donations 
are tax deductible. 

Thank you for your generous support!

To make a donation online, visit 
www.YarmouthEducationFoundation.org

Checks can be mailed to:

Yarmouth Education Foundation
101 McCartney Street
Yarmouth, Maine 04096

SPECIAL THANKS TO
KATHERINE GALLANT

Katherine was the coordinator and 
designer for our first six annual reports!



THANK YOU
VOLUNTEERSYEF

NEIGHBORS 
& FRIENDS

GET INVOLVED We welcome involvement from parents, alumni, 
residents and students to make the Yarmouth Education Foundation a success. There 
are a number of ways you can give back to your community by volunteering with YEF. 
Make a difference in your children’s education! The gift of your time and talent is greatly 
appreciated!

Kelly Anderson
Mike Arsenault
Newell Auger
Alice Barr
Bonnie Johnson Barry
Kristi Belesca
Ken Blaschke
Kristen Brown
Mike Brown
Sam Cady
Katie Chalmers
Shawna Chigro-Rogers
Sarah Day
Katie Estabrook
Marlena Faxon
Holly Ferguson
Sean Ferguson
Amy Finnen
Allison Flowerdew
Katherine Gallant
Dan Gallant
Rachel Gitelson
Leah Guay
Bill Hagedorn
Laura Hagedorn
Jen Hill
Amy Hunter
Kristina Keaney
Anne Kelley
Laura Klepinger
Amanda Lachance
Emily Landry
Katie Leinwand
Jason Lenardson
Jennifer Lenardson

Terry Lincoln 
Ben Lowenstein
Beth Lowenstein
Susan McNeil
Monica Moore
Karin Ney
Meg Pachuta
Wendy Ralph
Jeanne Rapone
Debbie Robichaud
Stephanie Robison
Jackie Schumacher
Matt Schumacher
Kate Shub
Rhonda Senger
Emily Siegel
Rebecca Spear
Meg Swift
Christine VanAlstine
Carrie Vickers
Karin Walsh
Jill Webber
Seth Webber
Gabe Weiss
Sally Weiss
Katy Whitehead
Pam Wick
Emma Wilson
Wally Wallace

Thank you to our many local businesses for 
supporting YEF! Royal River Books, The Well Bee, 
Island Treasure Toys, Hannaford, and OTTO Pizza 
all contributed to YEF by donating a percentage of 
their sales during specific fundraising events. Thank 
you also to our Clipper Honors partners – Cookies 
Direct, LLC and Wilbur’s of Maine Chocolate 
Confections.

SHOP LOCAL

JOIN A COMMITTEE
Marketing & Communications
• Website assistance
• Newsletter contributors
• Writers and editors
• Photographers

Fundraising
• Annual pledge drive
• Fall social event volunteers



Dear Yarmouth Education Foundation 
Supporters,

 
Yarmouth schools continue to be one of the highest 
achieving districts in the State of Maine. The 
support of the Yarmouth Education Foundation 
has helped in this achievement and will continue 
to benefit our teachers and our students through 
innovative grants, support and creative outlets 
not financially obtainable through the traditional 
school department budget.
 
From a shellfish nursery, binoculars, to underwater 
cameras and more; this years’ grants have 
surpassed anything the School Department would 
have been able to provide. 
 
As School Committee Chair, I thank the YEF Board 
and its community of volunteers for all of the hard 
work that continues to take Yarmouth Schools to 
the next level of opportunity and learning. 

Sincerely,

Jeanne Rapone
Yarmouth School Committee Chair

Joan Adler
Tari & Ranjiv Advani
Lisa Almeder & Chris Paulu
Amy & Sam Anderson
Elizabeth Ashley
Kyo Bannai & Craig Schneider
Kristi & Scott Belesca
Laura & Gary Bergeron
Emily & Ken Blaschke
Kirsten & Scott Buchanan
Sally & Mike Caruso
Shawna Chigro-Rogers & Tracy 
Rogers
Lisa & Benjamin Clark
Sarah Cotsen & Drew Watt
Cydney & Dave Cox
Sarah & Avery Day
Maureen & Chris Dealaman
Delaney Arts
Marla & Vince Dickinson
Ina & Douglas Dressel
Patrick Dodge
Margie & Charles Emmons Jr.
Marjorie Eno
Casey & Brian Ericson
Marlena Faxon & Steve Cox
Jodi & Tom Federle
Holly & Sean Ferguson
Lucia Fernandez & Sam Cady
Anne & Keith Fleming
Allison & James Flowerdew
Leandra & Tom Fremont-Smith
Jill & Steve Fulton
Katherine & Dan Gallant
Chelsy & Michael Gilroy

Rachel Gitelson & Doug Nilson
Rosalyn Glassock
Lisa & Leon Gorman
Karen & Douglas Grosset
Garrett Grunewald
Laura & Bill Hagedorn
Colleen & Jason Hallee
Margaret & Scott Hanson
Ann & Andrew Hayes
Hilary Hayner
Timothy Hebert
Sophie & Gregg Herr
Nikki & Barry Heselton
Shelly Jacobs
Kristina Jenkins
Kristina & Patrick Keaney
Helen & Arne Klepinger
Amanda & Jason Lachance
Annmarie & Paul Lattanzi
Louise LeBlanc
Katie & Eric Leinwand
Jennifer & Jason Lenardson
Beth & Ben Lowenstein
Casey & Heath MacVane
Tiffany & Andrew Marianski
Raina & Dave Maxwell
Heidi & Gene Miller
Melanie & Brad Moll
Ney Family
Kristina O’Brien
Catherine O’Conner
Triona & Bill O’Connor
Shashi & Tom Panozzo
David Pardy
Amy & David Pearl
Jen & Chris Peters
Lori & Kenneth Pierce
Daniela Pinto
Abigail Psyhogeos

Leora Rabin
Jeanne & Vince Rapone
Katie & Ben Redfield
Debbie & Mike Robichaud
Patricia & Richard Roderick
Rebecca & Jesse Sammon
Jackie & Matt Schumacher
Melissa Senate
Rhonda & Peter Senger
Camilla & Timothy Shannon
Kathryn Sharpless
Kurt Shisler
Kate & Adam Shub
Kate Simpson
Amy Sinclair & Tux Turkel
Alina & Kevin Silver
Lynn & Steve Smith
Michelle Snow
Dominique & Jeff Sommer
Rebecca & Marshall Spear
Meg & Geoff Swift
Bridget Sylvester
Lisa Thomas & Alistair Raymond
Molly & Josh Tompkins
Sarah Thompson
Dyana & Kerry Tull
Varam Productions
Kristin & Sean Venden
Cindy & Joe Walden
Yasmin & Brit Vitalius
Brigid & Robert Waeldner
Karen & Robert Watterson
Jill & Seth Webber
Kerry & Jason Weinrich
Sally & Gabriel Weiss
Lisa & Jay Wentzell
Emma Wilson
Jenn & Bennett Wilson

D O N O R S

2 017 - 18



Bath Savings 
Hannaford 

CORPORATE DONORS Your donation could

multiply if your employer has

a matching gift program!

5 Wits Adventures
Ace Hardware
Alan Claude
Alison Evans Ceramics
Allagash Brewery
Amtrak Downeaster
Aristelle
Augur Family
BarSculpt
Bartley’s Driving School
BarSculpt
Bayside Bowl
Betty Louise Studio
Betsy McLellan
Bingas Wingas
Boda
Boston Bruins
Boston Red Sox
Brickyard Hollow
Brunswick Hotel & Tavern
Casco Bay Lines
Casco Bay Ford
Casco Bay YMCA
Central Provisions
Charlie’s Friends
Chart Metal Works
Chebeague Island Transportation Company
Chris Stetson
Cliff House
Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens
Colts
CrossFit Yarmouth
Eric Weinrich
Estabrooks
Family Ice Center
Farmer’s Gate Market
Fleet Feet Sports / Maine Running
Freeport Yoga Co.
Frontier
Gather Restaurant
Get Air

Get it done…Homework
Gingham
Go Sailing Casco Bay
Gorham Bike and Ski
Greener Postures Yoga
Happy Wheels
Harvard Museum of Natural History
Hayes Family
House of Seven Gables
Intrikate Beauty
Island Treasure Toys
Jane Sawyer
Jennifer Van Allen
Jenny Prinn
Kate and Adam Shub
Loews Hotel Boston
Lori Voornas
Maine Boot Camp
Maine Brew Bus
Maine Coffee Roasters
Maine Foodie Tours
Maine Maritime Museum
Maine Forest Yurts
Maine Indoor Karting
Maine Red Claws
Maine Roasters Coffee
Maine State Music Theater
Maine Wildlife Park
Maine Yoga Kids
Maineiax Lacrosse
Mashed
Michele Shems, DMD
Misty Harbor Resort
Monica Moore Photography
Monkey C Monkey Do
Monkey Trunks
Muse Paintbar
Music Together of Greater Portland
Newport Mansions
Niblic Gift Shop at Chebeague Island Boatyard
Nonantum Resort
North Country Rivers
NYA Summer Camp
NYA Travis Roy Arena
Oakhurst Dairy
Old Port Wine & Cigars
Old Sturbridge Village
One Fitness
Owl and Elm

P & P Screenprinting
Pape Chevrolet
Patagonia & Corinne & Walt Bailey
Pilgrim Hall Museum
Play It Again Sports
Point Sebago
Portland Ovations
Portland Sea Dogs
Portland Stage
Preservation Society
Press Hotel
Rainbow Toys
Randy Billmeier
ReclaiMEd Sign Co
Red Letter Day
Riverbend Yoga
Ryan Gleason
Salem Witch Museum
Salt Pump Climbing Co.
Sara Sullivan Nutrition
Scott Dugas Trucking & Excavating
Seacoast Adventures
Shipyard Brewing
Skillful Home Recreation
Storyland
Strong Bodies
Style ME
Susan Lobel
TD Garden Sports Museum
Thai Culinary Arts Studio, LLC
The Brunswick Hotel & Tavern
The Hayes Family
The House of Seven Gables
The Preservation Society of Newport County
Trosko Design
Urban Air
Village Style
Walt Disney World
Waterfront Concerts
WCSH6
Westport Educational Counseling
Wicked Whoopies
Wolfe’s Neck Campground
Yarmouth Boat Yard / Moose Landing Marina
Yarmouth History Center
Yarmouth Music Boosters
Yarmouth Police Department
York’s Wild Kingdom

I N - K I N D
D O N O R S

THANK YOU, 
DONORS!



C O R P O R A T E 

SPONSORS
S I L V E R

B R O N Z E

Proudly Serving the
Yarmouth Area
Since 1983

Confi dential
Consultations

838-4896

David Kitchen

5 Portland St., Yarmouth, ME 04096

ALEXA OEstrEichEr
207.329.9307

cArriE MArtiN
207.415.2504

KristiNA KEANEy
207.756.0475

hEAthEr shiELDs
207.596.4050

legacys ir.com

Yarmouth Realtors® Supporting 
Yarmouth Education

P E R I O D O N T I C S  A N D  D E N T A L  I M P L A N T S







Yarmouth Education Foundation
101 McCartney Street
Yarmouth, Maine 04096 Students work to maintain their 

system that protects local soft shell 
clams from invasive green crabs.YarmouthEducationFoundation.org

info@YarmouthEducationFoundation.org


